Western Washington Repeater Association - PO BOX 1001, Silverdale, WA 98383-1001

2009 MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS & INFORMATION

ANNUAL INFORMATION & MEETINGS
To keep the WWRA membership informed we provide a
complete presentation on how and why we allocate the funding
we gather for the maintenance and upgrade of our radio system.
Since the meetings are only once annually we do our best to
make the best of our time together with occasional guest
speakers, complete briefings on operations, raffles and door
prizes. Membership packages include Family Membership at
same costs under one roof, Code Cards & Auto-patch.
REPEATERS, CONTROLLERS,
TEST EQUIPMENT & ANTENNAE:
The WWRA technical staff endeavors to
maintain the highest quality repeater
system performance by investing time
and effort into the best equipment
available to the amateur community.

SHOW YOUR WWRA SUPPORT:
You can go on our website http://www.ww7ra.org and
purchase all types of WWRA merchandise including but
not limited to T-shirts, cups, steins, hats, bags, etc.
All profits go to support the repeater system

http://www.ww7ra.org
WEBSITE: which provides many association facts;
constitution & by-laws, history, technical reports,
schematics, member rosters, meeting minutes, photos of
members and equipment, site photos, current ops work,
archived operations work, technical manuals, updated status
of repeater system and so forth. A new addition for 2009
will be an online newsletter keeping members informed.
SYSTEM FEATURES
AUTOMATIC POSITION
REPORTING SYSTEM
(APRS)
 WEATHER digital & voice
 LONG DISTANCE AUTOPATCH on VHF and UHF
REPEATERS
 Separate VHF & UHF
REPEATER.
 FINGERPRINT transmitters


ADDITIONAL REPEATER FEATURES:
Most users of the WWRA repeaters are primarily interested in
just carrying on QSO’s with their local friends. We do have
other capabilities, which you may find will expand your
amateur radio horizons or fit in with your particular interests.
The ops committee carries on an ongoing improvement quest to
keep the WWRA repeaters on the cutting edge. We did have
Echolink on UHF for over 4-years but only recently put it on
the backburner due to low usage, however the system remains
Echolink ready waiting for a champion. We can help anyone
with interest to be an ops member and run Echolink.

